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FORWARD LOOKING
SSATP STRATEGIC ROLE

POLICY DIMENSION TO MAXIMIZE INVESTMENTS

PLATFORM FOR PARTNERSHIP, KNOWLEDGE DISSEMINATION AND ADVOCACY FOR THE SECTOR

ROLE

UNIQUE PLATFORM TO GENERATE KNOWLEDGE THAT SUPPORTS TRANSPORT POLICIES

POLICIES GUIDANCE AND IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS
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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

- Revival of Strategic Partnership with AUC
- Strengthen Ownership and Trust with Member Countries and RECs
- Expanding the Partnership to Foster Synergies

Under RI Pillar: Supporting AUC FTA Agenda
- ✓ Corridor Management
- ✓ Ports’ Efficiencies

Under UTM Pillar: Addressing UM Challenges
- ✓ Development of a Holistic Approach for SUM
- ✓ Capacity Development

Under Road Safety Pillar: Supporting UN Decade Implementation
- ✓ Data Management
- ✓ Lead Agencies
- ✓ Regional Observatories
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ISSUES TO REFLECT ON

DEMAND DRIVEN MODEL VS KNOWLEDGE CREATION

DP CYCLES AND SHIFT FROM SOME PRIORITY AREAS

CURRENT OPERATIONAL MODEL

CHALLENGES ON COLLABORATION
FORWARD LOOKING

- NEW FINANCIERS/PREDICTABILITY
- OPTIMAL OPERATING MODEL?
- PARTNERSHIP WITH UNIVERSITIES
- EMBARKING IN THE DIGITAL ERA
- EXPANDING MEMBERSHIP AND PARTNERSHIPS
THANK YOU
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